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In a technote titled Coldfusion Performance Tuning that was last updated on March
7th 2003, the following advice was given regarding the "simultaneous request" setting
in the Coldfusion administrator. The writer indicates that this setting has the largest
impact on scalability, and then goes on to recommend a setting of 3 times the number
of processors as a "starting point". This number has been oft stated as the "rule of
thumb". I've heard as 2 to 3 requests per processor and I've often heard the number of
4 to 5 per processor, although I was unable to locate that recommendation in any
online documents. I think this baseline recommendation should be changed to as high
as 7 to 10 per processor for a CFMX server on a modern server (P4 or Xeon). 

I have yet to see a fast server breath hard at the lower levels. In our experience new
servers with fast processors can handle a larger thread pool than the old P3's that were
far more common in 2003. I would add that in my view, CFMX has always been able to
manage a higher value in this setting than CF 5. Most of our dual processor P4 servers
have a setting of 16 to 18 in this field without any degradation in performance.
Perhaps separate recommendations based on processor speed would be in order. 

Something else to keep in mind is that if you are running dual core processors you can
effectively increase this number and handle even more threads. Robi Sen made a
similar point to me the other day. He also made the observation that the server tasking
is a factor to consider. A web server that services thousands of small requests per
minute will benefit from this setting more than one that services a lighter traffic load,
but handles very long "heavy lifting" type requests. 

Also remember that multi-server instances handle this item differently. It is actually
the Jrun settings and not the CF Admin settings that dictate thread usage. At least
that's my take from Steve Erat's blog entry titled, Simultaneous Requests in CF 7. In
any case, I've been recommending a higher number as a starting point for this setting
for some time now with good success. As always (and before you say it) the best way
to determine the right setting for you is to load test through gradual changes. Happy
tuning. 
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